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Biochemistry to Biophysics and BackSince plant cells cannot move relative to each other, plant organogenesis
mainly depends on the strict coordination of cell growth and proliferation.
Recent work suggests that this implies a subtle combination of biochemical
and physical interactions between neighboring cells.Jan Traas* and Massimiliano Sassi
Plants continuously produce new
organs and tissues, which is an
essential adaptation to their sessile
nature. This constant growth originates
from two specific types of stem
cells — the shoot and root apical
meristems— that are active throughout
plants’ life cycle. Plant cells are
encased in a rigid extracellular,
polysaccharidic matrix, the cell wall,
which links them together and prevents
any form of cell migration or sliding. For
this reason, the generation of new
organs in plants is a complex process
that requires the coordinated
regulation of cell growth and
proliferation, as otherwise the
differences in growth rate would tear
the tissue apart. Vermeer and
coworkers [1], in a study recently
published in Science, have studied this
coordination during lateral root
formation, demonstrating how the
coordinated behavior of two adjacent
cell layers, located deepwithin the root,
underlies the initiation of lateral root
primordia (LRP).
Lateral roots are initiated in the
pericycle, an inner cell layer adjacent to
the vascular bundle at the center of the
root, after an initial specification of the
founder cells by the hormone auxin.
Following this priming step, these
founder cells undergo a series of
asymmetric cell divisions giving rise to
the meristem of the LRP [2]. The
pericycle is overlaid by three other cell
layers (endodermis, cortex and
epidermis, from the innermost to the
outermost, respectively) putting astrong mechanical constraint on the
proliferation of pericycle founder cells,
and thus the emergence of the LRP [3].
It was previously shown that LRP
outgrowth requires the production of
cell wall remodeling enzymes in the
cortex and epidermis to disrupt the
adhesion between adjacent cells [4].
The endodermis is far more rigid than
the outer layers due to the presence of
the Casparian strip, a hydrophobic,
lignified structure that functions as a
solute barrier isolating the vasculature
from the outer environment and
keeps the endodermal cells tightly
connected. Vermeer and coworkers [1]
show how this hurdle is taken by the
LRP. As soon as the proliferation of
the LRP founder cells in the pericycle
begins, the overlying endodermal
cells start to shrink due to the
fragmentation of their vacuoles,
while the fusion of the inner and
outer plasma membranes creates a
gap in the tissue that allows the
protrusion of the primordium. The
Casparian strip is only partially
degraded around the gap, leaving the
connections between endodermal cells
largely unaltered. These events are
regulated by auxin through the
cell-autonomous action of the SHY2
transcriptional regulator in the
endodermis [1].
Importantly, if the endodermis
accommodation mechanism is
impaired, as when a dominant
negative version of the SHY2 protein
is expressed in the endodermis,
root founder cells fail to proliferate,
despite the pre-existing auxin-
mediated priming. The authorssuggest that, in this case, the
mechanical stress caused by an
unaccommodating endodermis
prevails, halting the genetic
programme imposed by auxin. The
work thus reveals what seems to be
part of an interplay between
biophysical and biochemical
regulation, central in the formation
of the LRP. This goes back to even
earlier stages of lateral root
specification. Previous work showed
that a transient bending of the primary
root, either manually imposed or
caused by gravitropism, induces
the formation of a LRP at the
convex side of the bending [5–7].
Root bending has been proposed
to somehow alter auxin concentrations
in the pericycle and the adjacent
vasculature by locally modifying
auxin transport [5,6]. This might be due
to mechanically induced changes in
cell polarity, cell shape or Ca2+
fluxes [5–7].
This mechanical regulation would,
however, not be the starting point.
Indeed, further upstream massive
orchestrated fluctuations in gene
transcription at the root tip seem to
confer competence of the cells to
react to the physical constraints
imposed by bending [8]. From primary
gene oscillations to the final
breakthrough of the lateral root via
mechanical priming, hormonal
specification and the biochemical
loosening of physical constraints, there
seems to be a constant ‘back-and-
forth’ between biochemical and
biophysical regulation in the process of
lateral root initiation.
This interplay between biochemical
and biophysical regulation is not
limited to the root. In the aerial part of
the plant, the shoot apical meristem
constantly generates new leaves,
flowers and floral organs. Similarly to
LRP development, the spatio-temporal
priming of the organ primordia at the
shoot apex is controlled by auxin [9].
Differently from roots, however, it is
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layer of the root represents the
major mechanical constraint to
organogenesis [10]. The outer wall of
the meristem is much thicker than the
inner walls, and the shoot apical
meristem is sometimes compared to
a balloon, with relatively soft, elastic
inner compartments that do not play an
important mechanical role [11]. It is
widely accepted that organ formation
at the shoot apex involves the
modification of the outer epidermal
wall, causing it to bulge out [12,13].
Since the walls of the inner cells are
supposed to be much weaker, the
epidermis would simply draw the inner
tissues with it, causing the primordium
to bulge out.
Recent findings, however, suggest
a different picture. When atomic
force microscopy was employed to
measure the changes in wall stiffness
during organ initiation at the shoot
meristem, little or no changes in the
mechanical properties of the outer
wall layer were found. By contrast,
the walls of inner layers were found to
soften significantly [14]. If confirmed,
this would suggest a scenario where,
like in the root, inner cells are first
driving organogenesis. However, in
contrast to the root, no breakthrough of
the epidermis occurs at the shoot.
Therefore, other accommodation
mechanisms might have evolved to
make way for the expanding inner
cells and causing the epidermis to
participate actively in organ
outgrowth. It is worth pointing out
that the epidermal layer is capable
of reacting to mechanical stress
by modifying its microtubule
organization and cell polarity [15–18].
This has the potential to alter
auxin distribution and eventually
organogenesis [17], although
no experimental proof of
mechanically induced organ
initiation at the shoot has been
provided so far.
In conclusion, recent work depicts
plant morphogenesis as the result
of a constant interplay between
biochemical and mechanical
interactions between neighboring cells
and tissues. It should be noted that
the discussion about the relative
importance of physical and
biochemical processes in plant
development is somewhat artificial,
linked to the scale at which we
consider the system. Indeed, whereas
at the level of an organ or tissue, wemight ask the legitimate question
whether physical forces can act as
bona fide signals or whether patterning
is mainly a matter of biochemical
gradients — at the molecular level,
physics and chemistry are intimately
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EmergenceComparative genomics have brought much insight into the de novo emergence
of genes. Two new studies inDrosophila explore the dynamics of gene gain and
loss at the population and species levels, extending our view on the life cycle of
genes.Rafik Neme and Diethard Tautz*
The emergence of new genes has long
been thought to be almost exclusively
driven by duplication or recombination
of existing gene fragments. The
possibility of de novo evolution fromintergenic non-coding sequences
seemed remote. However, there is now
rapidly increasing evidence that de
novo evolution of transcripts and genes
is not only a theoretical possibility, but
might even have been a rather active
process throughout evolution [1].
